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Editor’s note 

Here it is – our last issue of this school year and with it,
a sense of wrapping things up and a simultaneous
tingling thrill of awakening, accomplishment and
promise of the well-deserved leisure.  

The diversity of topics you will find here reflects the
vibrant and full Term 3. Something that might
particularly catch your attention is our new section:
The Secret Life of Teachers. In it, you will discover the
various hobbies and talents our teachers have - a
response to an overheard rumor in the corridors that
teachers are not humans?! Shocking! The first one to
break this myth is our own chief editor, Mr. Liam
Higgins. Another tongue and cheek contribution is a
fascinating insight into the departmental Whiteboard
Wars, brilliantly and humorously written by Mr. Sam
Pulham.  

Against the odds, our community has been trying to
stay connected, continue to grow and nourish our
sense of belonging. Our student journalists report to
you about the many events and lectures which have
been serving this purpose. As always, we are happy to
promote the creative forces filling our school. This time
we are showcasing the shenanigans of the Poetry Club
Elective and sharing the contribution to the
Interdisciplinary Analogy Competition.  

In a way of continuing Akademeia Post’s mission to use
words and images to stay present, let me 
end with a reflection from a philosopher 
close to my heart, Søren Kierkegaard: 

“The unhappy person is one who has his
ideal, the content of his life, the fullness of
his consciousness, the essence of his being,
in some manner outside of himself. The
unhappy man is always absent from
himself, never present to himself.”  

Let us do the opposite then! Read and be
present!  

Chief editor 
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The first adventure was a pizza party. We were very
excited to see each other after such a long break. On
February 26th, Dr Bromley together with Mrs Gąsowska
and Mr Valiente prepared a little adventure for us at our
school. There is nothing better than meeting your friends
on Friday evening. The activity started off with a
competition in the gym hall. These included basketball
races and paper folding aeroplanes. Some of us were
really competitive. Later, we made our own pizzas with
homemade dough and watched a movie – “Captain
Fantastic”. It was a wee taste of being in the cinema.
Seeing everyone in person makes your day ten times
better; it is like adding sugar to your tee – makes it
sweet without too much effort.   

The second year 9 adventure took place on the 2nd of
March. It was organised by Dr Bromley. The point was to
show us how the different districts of Warsaw are trying
to incorporate art into public spaces. One of the
examples is the Bródno sculpture park with various
monuments and statues. It is a pleasant place for people
to walk around and enjoy different artworks created by
university students. It had many amusing sculptures,
that complemented the beauty of the nature.  

In recent months Y9 students went on small adventures to stay connected in these challenging
times. We had the opportunity to come to school, meet our friends and learn something new.
These are some of the events: 

It was a great opportunity for the whole group to spend some time outside with our peers. Mrs
Bromley explained how important it is for the people from Bródno to learn and appreciate
different art forms created using different mediums like fences.  

One thing we noticed as visitors is the fact that the sculptures did not have label, or descriptions.
Even with the teacher explaining the pieces it would have been helpful to have something in
writing to go back to on your own. Adding such labels could also help the Bródno visitors
appreciate and understand what it offers. 
The Year Nine’s third adventure was a series of marvelous astronomy workshops; they were
prepared by Mr Głowacki. The Year 9 class got to learn some fascinating details about stars, and
had an opportunity to go onto the school’s roof to watch them. Telescopes were set and we had
the opportunity to look at the moon and stars. 

Although the weather on the 18th of march wasn't
satisfactory for anyone as it was cloudy, but with the
help of teachers, moving the telescope and setting it
up, we handled it, and everyone had a chance to look
through the telescope; therefore, feel like an
astronomer for a second – maybe someone will actually
become one in the future... All of the adventures helped
us gain a lot of experience; even if it was making
something as simple as pizza or going into a sculpture
park - these events helped us to learn new skills, get
exposed to new hobbies and socialize with other
people. During the Covid pandemic we have not been
able to go to school as often; these events enabled us
to hang out with each other and talk to our teachers –
a real treat these days.  
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Matcha brownie:  
Who doesn't like perfectly spongy cake? The recipe below is prepared
by Iana from Year 9. It is a perfectly fudgy brownie with matcha and
white chocolate. The fudginess is supported by the eggs and gentle
taste of the white chocolate. The whole mixture is accompanied by
matcha. Everything blends together creating a sensation inside of your
food.  

Ingredients:  
•  1 cup all- purpose flour
•  2 tbsp matcha green tea powder
•  1/2 tsp baking powder
•  1/2 tsp salt
•  2 eggs
•  1/2 cup butter (melted)
•  1/4 cup brown sugar
•  1/4 tsp vanilla extract 
•  1/2 cups of melted white chocolate

Pre-heat oven. Mix all of the dry ingredients. Add it to the wet
ingredients. Mix well together until smooth mixture. Bake at 180
degrees for around 30-40 min.  

Pasta:  
How about some pasta? Here’s a recipe from Maria Rutkowska, Y9 

Ingredients:  
•  250 g of Mozzarella (2 packs of 125 g, chopped)
•  400 grams of canned tomatoes (1 can)
•  2 tea spoons of tomato concentrate
•  Parmesan cheese
•  1 handful of spinach
•  1-2 onions
•  2-3 cloves of garlic
•  1 handful of cherry tomatoes (chopped in half)
•  1 pack of pasta

Preparation:
•  Pre-heat a pan. Gradually, after heated for 5 minutes add 
a bit of cooking oil.
•  Next chop the onion and garlic (the amount is to your own
preference. Onion between 1 and 2; garlic between 2 and 3). Wait a
couple of minutes for the vegetables to fry. When you start to smell a
pleasent smell and the onion and garlic start to fizzle and drizzle on
the small amount of oil, add the canned tomatoes. Note: During the
preperation of the sauce you should be boiling water and pasta. 
•  Mix and close with lid. After the tomatoes, garlic and onion start to
bubble add the chopped mozzarella, close lid let bubble and stir for 3
minutes. Later add the two tea spoons of concentrate for good sauce
consistancy. Add spinach leaves following right after that.
•  Season with some salt and pepper. Set the sauce aside.
•  Important: By the time the sauce will be ready you pasta will not be
too hard nor too soft.
   ◦Add the pasta to the sauce. Mix well and heat for following 3-5
minutes. The sauce will devour the tasty pasta creating the perfect
combination, that will later melt in your mought. Add some parmessan
for taste and enjoy!

Cooking Corner
 

Maria Rutkowska Y9
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Dr Marysia Jonsson, one of the history teachers at AHS, recently delivered one of the renowned
Akademeia High School Faculty Lectures, providing the students with an unusual perspective of
viewing and studying history. She introduced us to the history of the eighteenth-century Europe
from the lens of the most untrustworthy narrators, exploring why many historians have called
this period the "century of charlatans".  

We were drawn into the lecture through a story about Johannes Albertus Lubomirski. An
extraordinary figure claiming to have travelled to China and converting 6000 people to
Catholicism. Her curiosity about how religious identities were formed made her dive further into
the story. However, instead of a straightforward solution, she came across various sources
reporting Lubomirski’s presence all over Europe: Paris, Berlin, Amsterdam, and Zurich, with some
British writers suggesting that the mentioned figure is purely fictitious. Dr Jonsson's study, on
the other hand, exposed his many lies, and the reality turned out to be less impressive -
Lubomirski never even travelled to China, let alone converted 6000 people to Catholicism.
However, Lubomirski’s stories acted as an example of many similar impostors who pretended to
be someone else and thereby duped thousands of Europeans for their own profit. 

Another amusing 18th-century European trickster presented in the lecture was George
Psalmanazar, an imposter who claimed to be from Formosa, which in fact, he never visited. He
wrote several books detailing the fictitious culture and customs of Formosa, spoke in an
imaginary language he invented, and was creating a falsified understanding of Asian cultures in
European minds.  

All of A-level history students would be quite familiar with a dreadful question 1b of Mr.
Ladzinski's Soviet History Paper forcing them to make a judgment of the strengths and
limitations of a particular primary source. The primary criteria of judgement would be the
possibility of bias or exaggeration. Yet what kind of value do the forged stories (that aimed to be
fake and deceiving) have for the historians? According to Dr Jonsson, "charlatan's tales teach us
about cultural desires; they tell historians what people at the time wanted to hear”. The forged
stories depict Europeans' ability to believe in charlatans’ journeys and descriptions of society in
order to gain new information about a constantly changing world and to determine how to
define themselves and others. 

The knowledge from the lecture can be used as an important life advice when applied to the
modern world. The Internet is full of people living their “second lives” on social media platforms
and in a sense creating their own kinds of impostor stories - stories of idealised lives where
everything seems to be flawless. Yet, most of us know that what we see on the screen usually
does not reflect reality. Those duplicate, forged lives, on the other hand, can be used to gain
insight into our contemporary society's desires. The number of followers that YouTube, TikTok, or
Instagram influencers have
demonstrates that the general public
is interested in living in that kind of
illusion of life - an easy life full of
travel, wealth, and artificial beauty.
This kind of perspective can be
depressing for others. However,
regardless of how we react to what our
current culture needs, we must still be
mindful that charlatans are still there,
and their stories continue to remain
unpredictable, ambiguous but at the
same time thrilling. Therefore, don’t
worry! Many of the impostor stories,
still remain unsolved. Maybe one day
you will be willing to follow Dr Jonsson
in her investigation and contribute to
uncovering more modern charlatans.
But watch out before you yourself get
fooled by them. 

18th Century Charlatans
Jagna Schmude, Y12
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Greg Jonkajtys, a graduate of Akademia Sztuk Pięknych, is a graphic
designer known for directing “The Arka” and animating “The Liberator”.
Recently he visited our school to share his job experience with the students
of Akademeia High School. Situated in California, he is now working as an
animator and director.    

The lecture consisted of a PowerPoint presentation, during which Mr
Jonkajtys explained his previous projects and what he was and is currently
working on. He shared that he started his career by making a short film
called Mantis. The experience introduced him to the world of animation
through which he learned editing and the importance of lighting. He stated
that he worked in advertisement and made many commercials which
helped him improve his animating skills, such as what type of light to use to
achieve the desired effect. Both, the film and newly developed skills, gave a
boost to his portfolio and he landed a very good job at Platige Image.   

Later on, he explained that working at different places such as Digital
Kitchen, Cafefx, Syndicate, Industrial Light & Magic, gave him useful work
experience to later work with the George Lucas company. Many
participants asked questions about sources of his inspiration to which he
answered that there was never any “particular artist” who inspired his
works. He is mainly influenced by architecture and old monuments.
However, in his early years, he was deeply inspired by a Polish artist – Piotr
Kalmer. The participants asked various questions, about a key to his
success. Mr Jonkajtys replied that it was always his ambitions that
motivated him to go further, work harder and develop more.  

For instance, he always aspired to work on Star Wars and be part of
creating movies for Hollywood. After some time and his hard work, he
managed to achieve his dream and be part of a team working on the new
Star Wars movies such as “Solo”. Later in his career, he worked on Marvel
movies and trailers. Eventually, after years of experience, he directed his
first live-action short film - “The 3rd Letter”. The latest series he has been
working on is “The Liberator” for Netflix. The meeting was for sure an
enriching experience for all of the Akademia students considering a career
in graphic design or working in the film industry. 

Art & Film - Greg Jonkajtys
Maria Rutkowska, Y9
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A spectre is haunting Akademeia. In recent
days, the reports have been flooding in:
reports of strange, garbled fragments in
alien script; non-Euclidean geometries
rising in indecipherable patterns.
Distended obelisks belch digital sequences
athwart the pristine surfaces of our
scriptural tablets; linear distortions,
writhing cuneiform serpents dilate and
contract, defying both time and gravity.
Lo! membranous nets of arcane numerical
cipher burn themselves indelibly into the
very walls!   

From within the Akademeian Library’s
citadel walls, I maintain contact with our
correspondents in the field.  Some time
ago, this speculative missive reached me,
composed by one among our number - the
venerable armiger Anders esq. His current
whereabouts are unknown.   

To the Honourable Maester Parchmenteer
Samuelus, Librarian of the Akademeian
Citadel, 

My sources are few, but it appears the
markings are indeed of primate origin.  
Having conducted several “interviews”
with the beings here, I have been able to
glean several crucial details that may aid
us in our quest to determine the motives -
if not the meaning - of the peculiar
markings.  Of course, much of the
“communication” was achieved via
histrionic gestures, scribblings in the mud
with crude sticks, guttural barks,
expressive squints etc.  From what I have
been able to understand, these marks
represent a form of scientific knowledge of
perhaps a relatively sophisticated order. 
They may indeed be descriptive, as High
Priestess Szala indicated in her initial
investigatory briefing, for which I believe
you were present.  There is evidence of
systematic organisation, indications that
they may even have the use of machines.   

The Whiteboard Wars
Mr Sam Pulham
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Some time into my first week here, I was awoken from my slumber by sinister rumblings
that seemed to emanate from below ground.  Exploring some of the dark hollows in the
earth’s surface - whether natural or artificial in origin I cannot say - I found one of
sufficient breadth to enable me to climb down into its chill cavity.  As I descended with
my lighted torch, a cold breath, as of the grave, seemed to lift free of the mossy growths
encircling the inner walls. I laboured for perhaps ten minutes in my descent and
eventually felt solid ground under my feet.  What I saw there in the dim light I cannot
rightly describe.  Shapes.  Black, ruinous forms heaving in several great masses; gestalt
entities which hummed in a pulsating, tenebrous chorus.  You will say I have lost my wits,
too long in this foreign country beyond the citadel in the far reaches of the Akademeian
fiefdom. As my quill etches the words, their true obscenity grows ever more clear: the odd
thought struck me that they were  . . .  counting!   

Fear seized me and my torch fell.   All was thrown into pitch blackness.  The staggered
chorus rose and rose - a hellish incantation - penetrating the misted cavern until I could
no longer withstand its eldritch power.  It is with shame that I confess it, but I fled.  I
believe I did not draw breath until I reached the surface and the light once more.  

It may have been weeks before I recovered and was able to set my intellectual faculties
once again to the task of understanding the markings.  Deep thought has led me to one
central point of interest. This, I believe, is the crux of the matter - I’m afraid the question
still plagues us, for I am no closer to solving it.   If the markings themselves represent the
presence of intelligent life - or indeed, perhaps, a form of civilisation - why is it that these
beings seem incapable of removing the symbols once they have been inscribed upon our
tablets?  
 

The question remains.   

Can any of us within the Akademeian Library read these words without a shudder?  I
know you will all join me in prayer for his lost soul!   

As of today, a new research team has been sent out into the savage darkness to
investigate the matter more thoroughly.  Though unfamiliar with the tongue of these
mysterious beings, I remain hopeful that some rays of light - however thin - may yet be
shed upon the situation, that some accord - however fragile - may yet be reached.  This
team comprises of the very best scholars our citadel has yet birthed - the esteemed
Occultist, burgrave Stuart; Viscountess of Celluloid Motion, Czepli of George, and our
grand Theosophist, Marchioness Blank.  May they not perish in the desert wastes as did
their erstwhile colleagues.  Godspeed.  May the light of ten thousand Suns illuminate
their path.   
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I have a problem, it’s an addiction that I spend way too much money, time thinking about, and
effort on, something that is essentially a trivial pursuit. I collect vinyl records. I even hide my
purchases in my work bag and surreptitiously slide them amongst the others later, so Mrs.
Higgins doesn’t see that I have spent another few hundred zloty on something she considers
frivolous. So, what is it about Vinyl? The ceremony of choosing and then putting the record on
the platter; the clunk of the needle dropping and this hiss before the first song starts, the great
art work on the cover. Listening to the songs in a sequence in which they were intended; stories
behind the records and the legacies that they created. This combination to me makes the old LP
a genuine art form. So, here are some from my collection, a set of 5 albums that I think have all
or most of the above elements (they aren’t necessarily my favorites).

1.    Elvis Presley (1956) This.Is.Genesis. It's not the first rock and roll record, no that’s
Iike Turner’s Rocket 88, and Elvis wasn’t the first rock and roll star, that would be Little
Richard. But this is what brought Rock and Roll to the masses. Record company RCA
bought Elvis out of his contract at Memphis’ Sun records and this album that took Rock
and Roll from Southern Radio to national and then global attention.  Its first song
Heartbreak Hotel, switched on budding musicians (John Lennon said made his hair stand
on end) and lit the touchpaper for everything that was to come next.  

2.    Sgt Pepper’s Lonely Heart’s Club Band (1967).  It’s embarrassing for a self-
professed big music fan to admit that his favorite group is the most popular of all time.
But this is one of the reasons why. In 1967 the fab four had stopped touring and their
creative flair went wild creating a sonic kaleidoscope, served with a soupçon of strange.
The first concept album, containing songs that were banned and one that kids now learn
in primary school. It was also the first album to contain song lyrics published on the
sleeve, has a cover which continues to be talked about today, and fueled a conspiracy
theory. It certainly one of the most important records ever.  

3.   Dark Side of the Moon. (1973) Pink Floyd’s fist venture after the departure of their
troubled leader Sid Barrett.  If Sgt Pepper was the first concept album, this is the
definitive. From its pulsing opening through the slick serenade of Breath, to the blues riff
of Money, to its amazing finale. DSOM is one that needs to be listened to all the way
through, a mastery of sequencing with the most iconic album cover of all time (it doesn’t
however make an alternate soundtrack to the Wizard of Oz as rumored).   

4.    Nirvana Nevermind (1991). This was my own hair standing on end moment. I’m a
little too young (I know kids, it’s hard to believe but it's true) to have bought it when
released, but it was 1992 and the airwaves were jammed with Whitney Houston “I will
always love you” on an endless loop, and then, one day, the first chords to Smells Like
Teen Spirit were played, I had found my music.  

5.    Carole King Tapestry (1971). The Queen of song writing for others, with hits like
“Will you still love me tomorrow” “Someone tells me I’m into something good”, “Up on the
roof” and “You make me feel like a natural woman” and many more. Originally from New
York, she was married and pregnant at 17 (yet still churned out the hits). Now 28,
divorced, and living in a new part of the US, this album represented a new stage in her life.
Recording versions of her own songs for others, as well as new material she created an
album with real soul and warmth, its one that stands the test of time. 

10 songs to listen to (if you don’t have

the time for the full thing) 

Heartbreak Hotel - Elvis 

Blue Suede Shoes- Elvis 

Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds- Beatles 

She’s leaving home- Beatles 

Time- Pink Floyd 

Money -Pink Floyd 

Smells Like Teen Spirit- Nirvana 

Lithium_ Nirvana 

You’ve got a friend- Carole King 

Will you love me tomorrow- Carole

King 

Secret Life of Teachers
Mr Liam Higgins 
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This competition was inspired by the desire to promote interdisciplinary thinking, observing the
world holistically, and seeing value in sciences, sociology and humanities.  

Students were invited to follow in the footsteps of Theodore Zeldin and his beautiful analogy
from the book, Intimate History of Humanity:  

“Chemical catalysts absorb a small portion of the substances they transform and in so doing
lessen the amount of energy needed to allow a reaction to begin. The catalysts in living cells –
enzymes, which control the digestion of the food and the release of energy, are sometimes
inactive, until converted into activity by another enzyme.  

The power of the process relies on the interaction.  

And so it is in society. Total force is no longer in command. We should look at the world as a
series of minute interactions in the presence of others...it means that the humble or the timid
can contribute to great endeavors without being too concerned as to who is superior to whom: a
minute ingredient can have as much effect as a large one.” 

We are happy to share a contribution from our Year 9 student, Maria Rutkowska,
who insightfully paints an analogy between what nourishes plants and humans.
Thank you, Maria! A treat awaits you as a reward!  

Plants. They need water, sunlight and carbon dioxide to live. Yet, if you over flood
them with the liquid of life, they will die. If they won’t get enough carbon dioxide they
will also die. If they will be in a dark space they won’t be able to photosynthesise - no
light. 

This, for me, connotes to the idea of friendships. Humans need interaction with other
human beings. For a friendship you need someone else, another living animal, or
another object. That other animal can be our sunlight. Without sunlight the plant
won’t be able to produce glucose, its energy needed to survive; in our case it is the
other human that we need to complete our relationship. The other half that is like
that extra sugar you add to tea to make sweat and more enjoyable. We need
humans, as much as plants need light. 

The other component to make a friendship work is the water. The water is another
valid factor - trust. With trust comes being respectful towards each other, sharing
everything with yourselves. It is like adding flower to the pizza dough so that it is not
sticky; you need to add it everywhere, otherwise it will devour the roller - you will end
up rolling it out all again. The connection we are making is to plants. If you overfill a
plant it will die. This is like trust - if you break that trust, with lies, you break a
friendship: you break the dough you have so hardly worked on. You can interpret it
however you want: as dough or plant reactants. But trust always needs to be there.
The honesty that will hit every surface as a crushing tsunami.  

Lastly, the finishing touch is the carbon dioxide. Whether you like it or not it is always
in the air, or at least for now, always accessible for the plants. In a friendship, that is
the personality the other half brings. You need to learn how to worship it, accept the
annoying parts and accept the ones that make you laugh. The person might be the
most annoying person, but you cannot just get rid of it. You see, with plants you can
try limiting the sunlight (by putting it in different locations), you can try adding a
different amount of water, but with Carbon dioxide, it makes 0.4 % of our air - it is
that percent that changes everything for the plant. Therefore, the point here is, that
whether you like if or not that friend that you decide to part with, will have its own
personality and will always add that 0.4 % to your friendship. 

Interdisciplinary Analogies Competition
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In ancient Japan, the emperor Keiko had a son with a fierce temperament and a penchant
for fighting. But like any good legend, this character was more than a sword-wielding brute.
The Prince Takeru also reveled in wit and craftiness. The emperor, seeing the dangerous
potential for great power in this combination of skills, sent his son far into the east to
confront those who disobeyed the Imperial court.  

Though the journey was long and arduous, Prince Takeru's spirit never failed him. Indeed, it
was at the foot of Mount Tsukuba where the Prince had seemingly lost his way. There, he
came across an old man, and not one to engage anyone witlessly, the Prince asked for
directions using a poem. What followed changed poetry forever. The old man, in the wisdom
of his years, provided an answer using the same poetic form that the Prince had used. Later
poets in Japan, out of reverence for this legendary exchange, would collaborate in this way.
This was the birth of the haikai no renga - collaborative poetry where stanzas take the form
of what the modern world recognizes as haiku: lines of 5-7-5 syllables. 

During the long era of peace that isolationist
Japan experienced, wandering poets would engage
in this kind of collaboration as a party game. They
would sit together, linking haiku verses with greater
or lesser connections to the verse that had come
before - two elements being most critical: good
humour, and a reference to the season. 

In the very same reverence for the old that our
school name 
has, our Poetry Club practice haikai no renga. The
results, 
we thought, were worth sharing. Enjoy! 

Dr Adam Anders  

Freshly green flowers 
Have vividly human veins 

Yet do not pulsate 

Bright awakening 
Of all the senses and buds 

Earth and I are one  

Spring and the sun lives 
In the back of our eyelids 
And strands of our hair 

our community
strong, basking in the sunlight

us, youthful flowers 

Glimpses of twilight 
Through the blossoming

branches 
Trigger nostalgia 

Greatest achievements 
Deserve a crown of flowers 

That will never die 

just like dream catchers 
at night, we are sponges of 

lunatics' hipsteriada 

'Murderer' they screamed 
It crawled up my leg, I froze  

It was self defense 

Poetry Club - the Haikai no Renga
Participants: Zofia Czerska, Paulina Gąsiorowska, Julianna Muzyczyszyn,

Adam Anders, Sonia Blank   
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Art by Vova Melnyk, 2019

Right now, psychotherapy is most commonly based on the relationship between the patient and
psychotherapist who helps with recognising thought patterns and solving problems. However, with
the development of machine learning and conversational artificial intelligence, psychotherapy might
be completely changed.  

There are a number of different ways that artificial intelligence can help the field of psychotherapy,
depending on the degree of human involvement. On one end, computers can support therapists in
their work by storing and analysing important data relevant to the patient. On the other end
psychotherapy could become entirely computerised where an artificial intelligence system would
take the role of the therapist during psychotherapy.  

Human-delivered, AI-assisted therapy is one way in which computers can assist clinicians in their
work. Look at machine learning. Machine learning is a method of data analysis which finds patterns
and learns from them. Upon receiving and analysing health records, the system could predict certain
things, such as the type of therapy most suitable for an individual.  

This could prove to be quite beneficial, as even though the psychotherapist would still do most of
the work, some of the most repetitive tasks, such as taking the patients history, would be done by
the AI system. That would help prevent clinician burnout, which can significantly affect the patients
as well.  

This method has its drawbacks, however. Those time-consuming and repetitive tasks often
contribute strongly to the patient-clinician relationship, on which psychotherapy is based after all.
Furthermore, there is not enough data available on how computers listening in on psychotherapy
sessions would influence their course.  

Another approach is completely ‘replacing’ the human clinician with an artificial intelligence system.
There have already been studies conducted, testing conversational AI with different patient groups.
Research shows that patients are often more willing to disclose personal information when talking
to a computer rather than a person. This comes as no surprise, since disclosing personal information
can be really hard, even when assured we won’t be judged. Artificial intelligence seemingly can’t
judge or form an opinion about a person based on what they say. This is a huge benefit because
even the smallest information can change the course of psychotherapy. 

Using conversational AI in therapy would also greatly increase
accessibility to mental health care. Computers don’t need to
take breaks, eat, drink or sleep like humans do. Meaning that
unlike human clinicians, AI systems could work almost
constantly, providing care to many more people who need it.
Right now, there are numerous self-care applications using
artificial intelligence which can be accessed by anyone who
owns a smartphone. This, although not being a cure to mental
health problems, can still be very useful as a temporary aid
and help with some other issues.  

As good as artificial intelligence psychotherapy sounds, there
are multiple issues surrounding it, the biggest one being data
protection. During psychotherapy, patients disclose sensitive
information which could turn out to be quite damaging if
exposed. Right now, psychotherapists follow strict regulations
when it comes to sharing any information disclosed by a
patient. The artificial intelligence program would have to be
extremely secure to make sure no one can hack into it and
receive patient data. Despite the potential risks, there is a
bright future for artificial intelligence in therapy. But, we need
to consider how much we let robots know before we let them
take over the world. 

Hard times on the hard drive: on artificial
intelligence in psychotherapy

Hanna Schneyder, Y12


